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The discovery of a previously unknown endocrine system in the 1990s was to change the face
of human biology for ever. Science finally had answers as to why tumours grow, hormones
attack the body and some people’s pain levels are off the scale. The ramifications of
manipulating such a system were vast, illnesses like epilepsy, autism and cancer could
become a thing of the past.Its revelation shocked physicians across the globe, as this medical
marvel adapted and conformed under the direction of one of nature’s most ancient medicines.
Named after the plant that mimics, locks to, and controls it, the endocannabinoid system heals
at a ferocious speed under the influence of hemp.Man has used cannabis as a means of
survival since prehistory. Cultivated for seed and textile, it formed the very origins of civilisation.
Through time, evidence shows it playing a vital part of how our ancestors communed with their
gods. Psychoactive properties of THC, now not only connect the smoker with universal
consciousness but treat the effects of nausea and pain from chemotherapy too.In 2009,
cannabis medicine underwent a radical change. Isolating the non-psychoactive component
cannabidiol, breeders created a medicine, that in test tubes kills cancer cells, but doesn’t alter
the perception of reality as medical marijuana would. Startlingly, for a plant with such an
intimate associate with psychosis, it even prevents schizophrenic dissociation. It enables
veterans of PTSD to forget, eradicates epileptic fits and draws people on the autistic spectrum
out of their isolated worlds and into ours.Best-selling essential oil researcher Elizabeth Ashley
has carefully untangled the threads of cannabis knowledge to find the truth about high CBD
hemp oil, hemp essential oil and hemp seed oil. She•Grasses on people telling lies about its
skills•Weeds outs medical truth from fiction•Shares a joint study of cannabis history through
archaeological finds and the medicine of the future.•Bud-dy’s up to show you how to recreate
the synthetic pharmaceuticals of tomorrow, using the plant medicine of todayHer
compassionate and engaging stories of cannabis healing are exquisitely interlaced with simple
to follow, yet state of the art physiology of how CBD affects our bodies, as an oil for anxiety and
myriad other complaints healing our body in the most spectacularly beneficial way.•Discover
how to use CBD Oil for health•Create an anxiety free family•Unleash creativity•Improve
memory•Enjoy better sexYou too can become a 21st century shaman, using a professional
aromatherapist’s recipes to treat over 50 different conditions with cannabis with aromatherapy
and essential oils. Forget the other cannabis books and CBD books on the market, The Secret
Healer teaches you to use cannabis medicines on a whole new level. Feel the magic crackle in
your own hands as you learn to heal in ways you could never have dreamed were
possible.Scroll up and buy.



Dedicated to Christine Goans,For the kindest friendship, love, and support, even when things
have not been straight forward.To Tina Jones, in recognition of your bravery as a grandmother
and creativity with slow cookers!And for Sandra Shuff, creator of the most glorious lavender oil,
because every dusty book I opened brought your face to mind. Maybe it was memories of Utah
that made me giggle or perhaps it's just the cannabis. Either way, loads and loads of smiles.All
Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means,
including scanning, photocopying, or otherwise without prior written permission of the copyright
holder.Copyright © 2017 Elizabeth Ashley - The Secret Healer Introduction“This is a
game changer,” breathed the journalist, staring incredulously at the chemical analysis in his
hands. I can only imagine the explosion of electricity powering through Fred Gardner’s body,
that moment in 2009, as his mind struggled to calculate the endless possibilities a cannabis
medicine, that didn’t make you high, could offer humankind. For in his hand was the GC report
for a verified CBD dominant chemotype of medical marijuana, Soma-A-Plus. Cannabidiol
(CBD) weakens or neutralises the effects of “The High Causer” THC when it interacts with the
CB1 receptor in the brain. This genetic innovation by cannabis farmers heralded the sunrise of
a new era of wellness for our species.Ten years prior, the British government had funded a joint
venture between GW Pharmaceuticals and a Dutch seed company founded by expatriate
cannabis experts Robert Clark and David Watson, Hortafarm. Their mission, to seek out CBD
rich cannabis strains and to isolate the molecule from them. Whispers of their success rippled
across the Atlantic and were picked up by Steve D’Angelo at Harborside Health in Oakland.
Using Steep Hill Laboratories, together they made the first official verifications of chemical
dominance of CBD in strains using gas chromatography. Thanks to prohibition in the 1930s,
Western medicine has become completely estranged from cannabis, a plant that has provided
people with food, medicine, and comfort since the dawn of time. These innovations put her
smack bang into the healing spotlight, where she should always have been. “Well…” smiles
Cannabis, as she straightens out the ruffles in her skirt…“Looks like I’m back, at least for a
while.”A very long while, Sister, if my guess is right. Because genuinely, at this point, I can’t see
how at least 70% of the population can achieve wellness without her. It’s that important.And
then probably even more important than that too! And that’s strange, because before Dr.
Robert Pappas first introduced me to Hemp CO2 at last year’s NAHA conference, I hadn’t even
known we had an essential oil, let alone a whole booming industry capable of transforming
someone’s entire existence. After a year of study, I am ready to show you what I have learned. I
promise you…The medicine of this plant is going to blow your mind…but that’s okay, you’re in a
safe space…Because one of the most important aspects of cannabis is how it protects the
brain from damage and then helps it to repair. And if you doubt that, you might want to look up
a 1998 patent taken out by the US government, derived from a pre-clinical study and funded by
the National Institute of Health, outlining the neuroprotective and anti-oxidant properties of
Cannabis sativa and its potential uses for Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, HIV, and
dementia. And that’s only the start. The list goes on forever. You can tell that by the length of
this book! I have had to shorten it because my publishing house only has the capability to
manufacture books up to 499 pages. Trust me, this book could have grown to thrice its size, at
least. And my Goddess, it has been hard work!But if you smelt a certain sickly, sweet stench as
you walked past my shed door, and wonder what secrets may be healed inside, then let me
first show you that the aroma is not what it may have seemed. No lighted spliff, no leaves upon
a campfire, only an evaporator full of hemp oil, or a massage oil oozing CBD. For these are the



hempen tools of this therapist, and superlative ones they are too. My studies find this to be a
plant beyond compare. The strangest coincidence has evolved it to mend a biological system
few of us even knew existed, let alone understood was broken. And yet, in more people than
not, the endocannabinoid system (our primary endocrine system) is just that: fractured,
dysfunctional, kaput! It is curious and inviting to try to understand more. Understand.Now there
is a word. How much do we understand about Cannabis sativa? The answer to that is two-fold.
We know inordinate amounts, and yet we know nothing. And I promise you that is frustrating.
We want answers… Well, certainly I do… but they remain elusive. I could give you concrete
explanations of how and why cannabis works, but if I did that I’d be better employed earning
spectacular commission selling oils for a famous MLM. Because the answers just aren’t there.
Not yet. They are fragmented, like the most frustrating jigsaw you have ever done. There are
clues to something revolutionary, hints that make your eyes pop and take your breath away
with excitement for what we may yet find.But for the most part, anecdotal evidence trumps
science.Much as we hate it, we need to accept that. The strategy to overturn anti-drug
propaganda has been to collate indisputable evidence of the plant’s physiological effects
through data collection, test tube analysis, and animal experiments. The protective wall
scientists have created is unassailable. Cannabis is supremely safeguarded from the nay-
sayers by a fortress of evidence. It is undeniable that cannabis heals in the most extraordinary
ways. In ways, unsurpassed by any other plant or even in many cases, any pharmaceutical
drug either. But so far clinical trials have been few. Inside the fortress walls, dwell many types
of people. Men in white coats, yes. Scholars? Yes, they are there too. In some parts, there are
even politicians holding court. But here, in this space, those in pain rest peacefully and tiny
children play. Tiny children, whose parents had all but given up hope of ever seeing their joyful
games.Take Kalel Santiago, for example. This remarkable little boy from Puerto Rico is rather a
special child. By the time he had reached the age of three, he had already fought and
overcome a rare childhood cancer: neuroblastoma. He had spent more than two years of his
little life suffering surgeries, chemotherapy, and radiation treatments. Surely, this little family
had endured enough heartache? Especially since the tiny angel suffered in total silence, never
uttering a single word. When cancer treatment concluded, the family took on the next battle,
searching for a reason behind his silence and his other unusual behaviours. Their worst
suspicions were confirmed when he was diagnosed with severe, non-verbal autism. I couldn’t
help but marvel at the serendipity of this boy being born into his particular family. They
researched autism tirelessly, and sought potential treatments for him. It was at a fundraiser for
surf therapy, when he was 9, still silent, that they encountered a specialist in high CBD hemp
oil. Just two days after using a mouth spray they had been given, Kalel uttered his first sounds
at school enunciating the vowels: A, E, I, O, U. His teacher, astonished, recorded the marvel
and sent it home. Very quickly he started to join the sounds using consonants and then
declared: “amo mi mama,” I love my mom.His parents, Gladys and Abiel, can only pinpoint the
difference in his care as being CBD. It’s one story out of millions, all reporting radical changes
in autism. So clearly high CBD hemp oil treats autism. But why?Well, the difficulty is that no-
one really understands what autism is, or why numbers of children being diagnosed with it are
rocketing. The Centre for Disease Control suspects that one in 68 children in the US may now
be born somewhere on the spectrum. It has been found that a certain receptor (CB2), seems
to be upregulated in children with autism, but is that why these people exist? Their
endocannabinoid system seems to signal in a rather disrupted fashion, but whether that’s what
gives them such symptoms as hypersensitivity to noise and a fragile digestive system, we still
could not say (although CBD would be indicated for both these symptoms).Is that why



cannabis helps? Maybe…Probably…We don’t know.That’s just one observation found about
autism, and believe me, there are hundreds. Some are fascinating, like the rodent discovery of
two genetic mutations that prevent the brain from deleting synapses, thereby skewing memory
cues. Is this how cannabis is helping? Potentially, because it is an endocannabinoid
dysfunction. Is it an insight into what causes autism? The media would tell you, absolutely! It is
a massive breakthrough. Some doctors, however, hold their hands up, begging us to exercise
caution in that assessment, because in their opinion it doesn’t even prove definitively it causes
autism in rats, let alone in humans. Can you see the problem? Answers about cannabis always
lead to more questions. You have been warned! I have endeavoured to elucidate the science as
well as I am able, but tales from the dark side of complementary medicine are far more
compelling than any test tube in this book is, I can tell you. That’s why it’s important its story be
told, and why I have persisted with the book even though it has almost defeated me more than
a hundred times. It is the stories of the parents who have refused to give up that have spurred
me on. Like little Kalel’s parents…Like Paige and Michael Figi, the parents of Charlotte Figi, the
namesake of the high CBD hemp strain, Charlotte’s Web. She had developed Dravet’s
Syndrome as a tiny dot, and had had her first epileptic seizure when she was having her nappy
changed at just three months old. Dravet’s is a very rare genetic disease, predisposing children
to incredibly frequent and prolonged seizures and then reducing development in speech and
thought, as well as heightening their disposition to infection. There is between a 15-20%
mortality rate for children with this disease. One day, presumably at the end of her tether,
seeing no improvement from the doctor’s treatment, Charlotte’s mother went to see some
medical marijuana growers. The Stanley Brothers (Joel, Jesse, Jon, Jordan, Jared and Josh…)
had become well known in the State of Colorado, where cannabis is legal. Joel had created a
cannabis oil after his cousin fought a losing battle to cancer using the doctor’s
pharmaceuticals. Their successes with cancers and other diseases made the brothers’ Realm
of Caring Dispensary infamous. Compassionately, they listened to Paige’s heart-breaking tale
of Charlotte’s illness and vied to create a strain of cannabis with very little THC - thus avoiding
psychoactive effects - to treat the little girl. The product went on to be called Charlotte’s
Web. Now, because of her oil, Charlotte is now practically seizure-free. Apart from the amazing
change in the seizure activity there have been fundamental changes in the child’s general
demeanour and mental health too; her brain is beginning to work in a very different way. After
six months, she began to laugh again. She has regained her ability to talk and no longer cries
incessantly. Her parents fervently believe it is CBD that is responsible for returning their
beloved daughter to them. Throughout the book you will see me draw from a book written by a
marijuana activist, Regina Nelson. I have also watched many videos of conference lectures she
has given. She is beautiful, brave, and fearless. I am sure she will not mind my sharing the
story of her own daughter, who at the age of 26 was diagnosed with stomach cancer, and was
told she was going to have to have three quarters of her stomach cut away. Her mum begged
her to move to Colorado where she would be allowed to use cannabis oil, which she eventually
did, as well as drinking cannabis juice. One day, she was rushed to the emergency room,
vomiting up blood and matter. Things looked very grim. When she was scanned, however, a
miracle revealed itself. Her tumour was hanging by a thread. What she was actually throwing
up, was the tumour itself, as it left the body cancer free.Now, marijuana is different to our high
CBD hemp. It has different chemistry, rich in the psychoactive component THC (although there
are high CBD marijuana strains too, which I will address at the end of the next chapter). Read
enough internet pages, you may conclude that it is scientifically proven that only smoking pot
can get rid of cancer. Further, the message implies the labs all say cannabis cures cancer. It’s



a very, very tangled web. It is more complicated and more beautiful than that.Part of the
importance of writing the book for me was to try to understand the truth behind cancer claims
since I had ignored my brother’s pleas to give my dad cannabis when bowel cancer was eating
him alive. Now better educated, I want to say to John that I should have listened. I am sorry
that I didn’t. You didn’t have the whole story, and even though you were only partly right, I think
that would have been enough. It will take me a long time to forgive myself. Both my dads (father
and step father) suffered dreadfully at the end of their precious times in this world. Had I
researched this book earlier, I might perhaps have been able to alleviate some of their pain. I
would certainly have used the oils outlined in this book. Not all cannabis medicine is executed
through the CB1 and CB2 receptors of the endocannabinoid system. It has many mechanisms.
However, I have chosen to elucidate this system as thoroughly as I can, since it has an
irrefutable function as a bridge between the emotions and the physical body. Clinical
Endocannabinoid Deficiency Syndrome might yet be proven to be a cause behind stress-
exacerbating diseases such as fibromyalgia, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, and migraine (to
name a few). First proposed by Dr. Ethan Russo in 2004, evidence supporting his theory stacks
ever higher and giving credence to the millions of people who use cannabis to ease their
hypersensitivity to pain. Just as the test tube results are frustrating, the history may also make
you want to scream. For the archaeological evidence of ritual is compelling, yet it is so very
nebulous and elusive. Samples of immaculately preserved green herb have been found in
tombs dating back several thousand years. Partnered with antiquities made from the most
glorious golden metalwork, we still can’t completely grasp what the weed was placed in the
grave for. Were smokers in conversation with their deity, or simply trying to escape a reality too
painful to perceive? Was the cannabis a tool to project the user out of linear time, into the
shamanic no-time dimension, known to the ancient Greeks as chiros, or were they simply
checking out for a while? It’s the stuff of the most romantic science fiction…and yet…these are
fragments of a jigsaw… nothing more.But the stories are enchanting, they are wild and erotic.
The heroes of the story are brave and fearless warriors, rulers of great kingdoms and travellers
to other realms. As the smoke clears and we see our own peers approach, I’d ask you all to
doff your caps and give a little courtesy. Many have risked prison, prejudice, and pain to bring
you this medicine, and I promise you wholeheartedly, you will be glad that they did.Table of
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rare cases, plants might also be monoecious, containing both male and female characteristics.
Nature has evolved these plants in the most remarkable way to pollinate between
themselves.The differently sexed plants look dissimilar. The male grows tall with extraordinarily
fibrous tissues. The smaller female creates blossoms laden with trichomes, which create the
sticky resin containing the psychoactive component known as THC. Eventually, these buds
surround seed pods and ancient peoples have grown hemp seed for sustenance for
millennia. For obvious reasons, the female plant, known as marijuana, gets all the good press,
but male plants are also extremely useful. Their long fibrous stems make fantastic textile. If you
watch Grand Designs, you may have seen that hemp is enjoying a renaissance in the
construction industry, being utilised as an organic binder to toughen concrete.Its use as a
textile is nothing new - it makes wonderful clothes and paper. History attributes the first piece of
hemp paper to a Chinese official Cai Lun. Legend tells of his creation using mulberry and
mixing them with other bast fibres, scraps of fishnets, old rags, and waste bits of hemp. The
earliest hemp paper example is a map dating from 179-41 BC found at Fangmatan in the
Gansu Province.Interestingly, some of the most famous documents in history were written on
hemp. In the 15th century The Gutenberg Bible, and the 17th century, King James Bible, were
both printed onto hemp. The philosopher Thomas Paine's works: The Rights of Man, Common
Sense, and The Age of Reason, some of the first writings of America’s independence, were
printed onto hemp.In 1776, the Declaration of Independence was drafted onto Hemp paper,
then fourteen years later The U.S. Constitution was printed onto it too. Great authors Mark
Twain and Victor Hugo both printed onto hemp, as was my most beloved book, Lewis Carroll’s
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.So that’s the male plant, but what about the female? What
does she look like? Well, we might say she has hips, bless her. She is curvier and of course a
little more risqué than the boys! The female plant is shorter and stockier than the male and this
renders it useless for fibre, but of course, she has properties of her own. She produces hemp
seed and is often grown for the strange body and mind effects induced when trichomes are
burned.Trichomes are the small resin glands whose name comes from the Greek word
meaning growth of hair. Comprised of a stalk and a head, these are microscopic, mushroom-
like protrusions, emanating from the surface of buds, fan leaves, and in far lesser numbers, the
stalk.The psychoactive constituent, THC, synthesizes in the heads of these trichomes and
brings about marijuana’s infamous psychedelic trip, as well as some important aspects of its
medicine. This derivative word, marijuana, originated as a 1930s propaganda term to incite the
fear of cannabis. Deliberately linked to the immigration of Mexican refugees of the Civil War in
1910, scaremongering films and posters hawked the perceived dangers of smoking the herb
with madness and violence brought by “those people.” Prior to the Mexican influx, cannabis
was hardly known as a recreational drug in America. More often, it was found as an active
component in medicines. More than 30% of 1930’s American over-the-counter medications
contained cannabis. Many empty cannabis medicine bottles are still found today, commanding
high price tags by collectors. The marijuana bad press all but wiped the herb out of the
dispensary.Cannabis is an exceptionally ancient plant. Isolating exactly how old is very difficult
to do. Where normally there might be fossilised remains of plants, very few remains of
cannabis sativa have ever been found. Fossils belonging to related species show that cannabis
sativa probably originated in Germany between 82.5 and 66 million years ago, during the Late
Cretaceous period. The plants of the Cannabaceae genus share very little in common except
for an evolutionary origin. There are only 11 classes in the genera. For example, cannabis is a
herbaceous plant, whereas a sister genera Celtis contains only trees. Hops are a very close
cousin of cannabis as indeed are nettles, all hailing from the plant order of Urticales.Cannabis



StrainsThere are three main strains of cannabis:Cannabis sativaCannabis indicaCannabis
ruderalisThere is disagreement as to whether these are three individual species or whether
indica and ruderalis might be subspecies of sativa. I think we can leave them to argue that out
because it really does not affect our medicine, and for the purposes of keeping differences in
properties straight in our mind it is easier to consider them separate. From these three “master
species” (my term!) derives literally hundreds of subspecies strains, all bred for their different
effects. The difficulty is that just like anything you get to know about cannabis/hemp/marijuana,
strains can have many names, so this means not every strain is unique (that is, it might have
three or four different names). At this point, don’t let that concern you or you will be dragged
down the White Rabbit’s Hole. Just know that there are lots of subspecies…and let that sit with
you for a while.We’ll start by looking at the “master species” because it is quite interesting to
see how they have evolved.Cannabis sativaThe most popular family of cannabis is the sativa.
Originating from equatorial countries, these cannabis plants evolved to take advantage of the
low fluctuations of sunlight; once they flower, cleverly they continue to grow. Sativa tend to
hang looser, looking airier (leggy almost) than other cannabis families. Their evolutionary
trickery results in a longer flowering time and a proportionally higher yield of flowers and seeds.
All cannabis leaves have a seven-fingered leaf, a common trait for plants originating from harsh
climates, optimising their biology to take best advantage of the light. Sativa leaves resemble
long spindly fingers, and these fingers are the ones commonly associated with the usual
representation of the plant. Cannabis indicaIndica plants are shorter and stockier than their
sativa counterparts. Originating from subtropical areas around Pakistan and Afghanistan, it is
the latter country you will often find reflected in strain names (Afghan Kush, for example).
Where sativa plants grow best around 30 degrees north and south of the equator, indica plants
grow further out, at latitudes of between 30 to 50 degrees north and south of the equator,
meaning they have needed to evolve to react to sudden light fluctuations. As soon as they
reach their ideal height, every iota of the plant’s energy then goes into producing flowers.
Hence the strain’s shorter stature.To utilise sunshine to the best of its ability, indica produces
wider leaves to increase surface area. They flower far faster than sativa too. It’s an economic
crop, taking up little space and producing precious flowers quickly, offering an attractive crop
for growers looking to make a quick buck.Cannabis ruderalisGrowing in frigidly cold areas of
the world, usually above 50 degrees north of the equator in China and Russia, ruderalis
flowers automatically, meaning the crop largely looks after itself. Evolutionarily, it’s an extremely
intelligent strain. These regions have very short growing periods, with only three months of
growing weather. Neither indica nor sativa would survive in these icy climates, but ruderalis has
cleverly adapted by creating this automatic growing cycle.Days are short in the freezing north,
and summer lasts barely a few weeks. Ruderalis is small, compact, and efficient, producing
small leaves and tiny side branches. It gets to work very quickly, germinating speedily, and then
immediately sets about a frantic growth cycle, allowing plants to flower and seed in just ten
short weeks.Each strain has their own properties too, because each subspecies has
developed its own unique chemistry in response to the climate challenges it was exposed to.
THC’s function in the plant, for example, is as a UV filter for the plants as well as an insect
deterrent.Different challenges, different resulting chemistry.Differences in propertiesCannabis
sativaGenerally speaking, sativa plants naturally tend to have very high concentrations of THC
and far lower levels of CBD. Traditionally, the marketplace values high THC strains, particularly
for smoking. For the most part sativa properties will look thus:energising and
upliftingmotivatinginspiring creativitygenerates a cerebral head buzzcombats nauseachases
away depressiongenerates a sense of well-beingstimulates appetiteCannabis indicaIndica



strains have a reputation for having a much higher CBD content than sativas. Later, you will
learn that one of the main functions of CBD is to modulate the effect that THC has on the body
and mind. Indica properties are very different to the sativa. Rather than being a cerebral buzz
this is a body buzz. It also:Relaxes musclesReduces inflammationActs as an analgesicHas
sedative propertiesIncreases appetiteRelieves stress and anxietyIncreases dopamineCannabis
ruderalisRuderalis has been largely ignored throughout history as it is less psychoactive than
other species. More recently though, it has become a popular means of genetically bolstering
subspecies for other properties.C. ruderalis contains about the same number of cannabinoids
as C. indica and C. sativa do, but the amount of THC is considerably lower. About 70% of the
alkaloids you find in sativa can be identified as THC, but in ruderalis plants this tops out at
about 40% or less. Hybridising with ruderalis also means faster growing crops need far less
attention during cultivation. It’s a grower’s dream!The Cannabis Medicines: Understanding the
DifferencesCBD-Rich Hemp OilThis is a CO2 extract from cannabis. For any readers new to
aromatherapy, this means carbon dioxide has been used to separate the chemicals from plant
matter. CO2 has a state, existing between liquid and gas, known as hypercritical or
supercritical. When the pressure of CO2 is released, the gas escapes and the producer is left
with a beautifully pure extract. It is, as the name suggests, high in CBD – cannabidiol - and
completely free from psycho-activity.This CO2 extract is recommended for oral consumption,
but it can also be added to massage oils, creams, and lotions. You can buy it diluted into carrier
oils like hemp seed oil or coconut oil. It is a dark orangey colour and usually comes in a
needleless syringe for you to decant the desired amount. This is a very small dose, the size of
a grain of rice.When you read the section on the endocannabinoid system you will understand
that this product is vital to your therapy, and you or your patient probably needs to be taking
daily doses of this CBD-rich hemp oil for a short period.I have included recipes where CO2
maybe blended into treatments too. It has a deep note, very earthy and heavy, and lends a very
grounding effect to the blend.Hemp Essential OilCannabinoids are fat soluble molecules. They
are hydrophobic and thus will not pass through distillation. They do not appear in the essential
oil.It is, however, bursting with terpenes and flavonoids, each with their own spectacular
sorcery. In my opinion, this is a very simple and easy product to use. Again, no psycho-activity,
but this has a very high ethereal vibration. It is gloriously happy, vibrant, and energetic. It is
mischievous and likeable.For clarity, most of the book focuses on High CBD hemp oil (the
CO2). Don’t expect to see much about the essential oil until the end.It’s only fair to tell you...In
my opinion, both the CO2 and essential oil smell… Well, frankly, vile, but they have the
uncanniest blending capacity. Seeming to disappear, they fortify the prowess of their friends.
The essential oil, in particular, creates spectacular fragrance profiles, and just like the spiritual
lessons we learn later about the oil, she is completely without ego, always seeking to amplify
those around her. I think you will really enjoy the blending when we get to it later.Cannabis
Carrier OilYou can’t buy this, it requires homemade preparation. I heartily recommend you
experiment and create this most delightful witch's brew. Remember that the cannabinoids are
fat soluble? This means you can leech them into coconut oil just as you would for, say,
calendula. I’ll give you a recipe for this later, but know that we can easily and excitingly create a
cannabis carrier for topical use that will still give us access to the precious CBD.If you do
happen to buy a fairly large bottle of hemp oil, it is likely to be…Hemp Seed Carrier OilTaken
from the seeds. Different thing entirely. Buyer beware. Quite often this will be labelled Hemp
Carrier Oil. There is, however, a giveaway.“Method of Extraction” – Cold pressed? Then it must
be from seeds.High CBD Medical Marijuana versus High CBD HempThere is a subtle
distinction.Apart from the million and one medicinal reasons for using cannabis, like vetiver, it



is a phyto-remediating plant: it cleans soil. Experiments show that both hemp and cannabis
draw cadmium, nickel, and lead from the earth, cleansing it for future generations. The heavy
metals travel up the plant and are stored within the leaves. Now naturally, medical marijuana
has a far higher yield of CBD than hemp, thus, fewer leaves need to be used to make the
extract. If you can get your hands on high CBD medical marijuana, this is going to be
better.Does it show in drug’s testing?Ah well there’s a question and I’m sitting firmly on the
fence, because I always promise you I’ll tell you the truth as I see it.The official line is no, it
doesn’t show up in drug’s tests.Levels of THC are so low in the small qualities you take, that
they would not be picked up. That’s what I would have told you when I started writing this book,
and there is only one thing that makes me doubt this. When we get to the aromatherapy
section you’ll see some reports of errant sprinkles of THC finding their way into hemp seed oil.
It defied explanation. They weren’t supposed to be there…but nevertheless the oil tested
positive for THC.Now, in America, if you ask your physician for a prescription for medical
marijuana, (providing you in one of the states where it is exempt, of course) then you would
have evidence to put you in the clear, even if the test did come back positive. But that probably
won’t wash here, in the UK if you are in the armed forces etc. So, even though the official line is
no…and I don’t doubt that’s right, I’m going to tell you the line I have taken. My daughter
should be taking it…she’s like a walking advert for all the reasons why it would be good for you.
But her job depends on a clean drug’s test so I’ve asked her not to take it. Perhaps I am being
overcautious but it seems like too big a risk when your livelihood is on the line. Want a closer
look at the different medicines?I’ll show you them on this video:Chapter 2 - HistoryThe moment
where we meet cannabis will never be at the beginning, for its roots were planted way before
those first written words of history. And yet in some ways, attempting to glimpse those early
tendrils of smoke feels like the only way to truly witness the medicine of the plant. As months
pass, its scent becomes more than just a fragrance, a scent drifting across the room, as the
aroma draws back curtains of mystery.The story of cannabis lies in these pages, but nothing
more. My writing bears no testament to how it can make you feel. How grief is washed away in
its bath, or how boundaries between this world and the next are stripped away. But even using
the essential oil, you’ll begin to recognise the tingle, the inexorable allure as her fingers dance
across the periphery of your consciousness and associations flit across your mind. It’s so
fleeting, so quick, you’ll wonder if Tinkerbell caught her toe as she swerved through your mind.
No sooner have you registered a connection – or could it be a memory…?It’s gone.And yet it is
there - this knowing – an inner smile and the soul seems to sigh… I remember.It’s incredibly
odd.But there is no escaping it.ChinaLet’s journey far into the past to a small village on the
banks of the Yellow River in China.Sitting outside small round mud houses with thatched millet
roofs, people feast on root vegetables from bowls of glossy polished stone. Over the fire, fish
gently roast on stick spits. The warm humid weather is broken by the softest of breezes filling
the air, with the rustling of crops in the fields.The men, wearing loin cloths, have their hair tied
into tight tidy top knots. Exhausted from their hunting and farming, they are hardly aware of the
merry chatter of the females. Later their women, dressed in little more than a piece of cloth, will
wander down to the settlement to feed the sheep and pigs. But for now, their job is to tend to
the needs of their men and children. One passes her man a heavy amphora filled with drink.
It’s a beautiful and decorative piece. The rich-coloured clay has been carefully hand-crafted,
adorned with a simple yet attractive pattern. On closer inspection, it is clear to see that the
decoration has been made by careful diagonal indentations of rope.By and by, this pot will
break and become the very earliest archaeological evidence of hemp agriculture. Found in
Taiwan, it dates back 10,000 years to the Neolithic period. It seems likely that man cultivated



hemp as a foundation for his existence long, long before civilisation even took place. Ancient
China, often referred to as “the land of hemp and mulberry,” held hemp as one of its earliest
agricultural crops. Ancient Chinese history is sumptuously overlaid with the story and culture
of hemp. Written circa 16th century BC, The Xia Xiao Zheng contains a collection of seasonal
rituals and describes hemp as one of the main Ancient Chinese crops. The Book of Songs, the
oldest extant collection of Chinese poetry, lists six crops in circulation: "he, su, dao, shu, ma,
and mai." 'Ma' is hemp. Archaeological finds of fibres and seeds from around the Yellow and
Yangtze rivers verify this data.The Shih Ching, or Book of Odes, was written during the
Western Zhou dynasty (1100 to 256 BC). An ancient manual for people, living south of present
day Beijing in the 11th to the 6th century BC, it advises using cannabis to improve the soil
when cultivating the land for hemp fibres and seeds. Here we find one of mankind’s oldest
records of potash fertilisation.It reads:"Hoe up all the weeds in the field during the summer
solstice (June 21), let them dry in the sun, and then bum them into ash. All these ashes will
permeate into the soil after a heavy rain and the soil will be fertilized."The Essential Arts for the
People, Qi Min Yao Shu, is one of China’s most treasured scientific legacies. Dating back 1,400
years, it summarises Ancient Chinese best practice for cultivating hemp. It describes seed
collection, optimum sowing time, and crop rotation suggesting adzuki beans should always
follow hemp. Every possible aspect influencing hemp quality is considered.The meticulous
detail portrays an early yet comprehensive understanding of the difference and relationship
between the cannabis plant sexes. Remarkably, this predates any written evidence of similar
knowledge in Europe by at least a millennium and a half.It reads:"If we pull out the male hemp
before it scatters pollen, the female plant cannot make seed.Otherwise, the female plant's seed
production will be influenced by the male hemp plants scattering pollen, and during this period
of time the fibre of the male hemp plant is the best."Confucius describes the vital crop as “the
cloth of the peasant masses” in The Book of Rites. He teaches how mourners of the dead are
expected to wear the cloth symbolically. In many parts of China this tradition still survives
today, as people are mindful to stay in the good graces of ancestors. Ancient manuscripts
repeatedly decree that the nation must continue to grow hemp as a guarantee of cloth supply
for its people.The Shu King is a collection of documents dating from 2350BC. One of the five
Chinese classics, for 2000 years it has formed the basis of Chinese Literature. It tells the story
of the mythical Yu the Great (2200-2101 BC) and his challenges controlling the waters of
China. Plagued by floods, China was failing as its crops were ruined by water damage time and
time again. Originally, Yu’s father, Gun, had been tasked with the unenviable job of controlling
the floods. A thankless task, naturally it was doomed for failure. For five years he built fantastic
dams to stem the flow, but to no avail: the water just careered through them. Yu’s succession
to the throne must have seemed little more than poisoned chalice. But as he ascended to
power, Yu had an epiphany.Suddenly, he saw clearly that damming the flow would be pointless,
and instead set about constructing an intricate network of canals to irrigate the crops. It was a
long and arduous project, and for 13 years Yu worked tirelessly with his men, eating and even
sleeping with them.Try to imagine, if you will, the enormous cost an undertaking such as this
would bring. Gargantuan amounts of money were filtered into the economy to pay for it, via a
taxation system of “tributes” in which hemp played a vital part. Each geographical area was to
provide tributes as a means of funding their local engineering.The tribute consisted of salt,
matting, and marine produce of various kinds. The Tae Valley produced silk, hemp, lead,
pineapples, and choice stones. The Lae (mountain) foreigners worked the fields and their
tribute vessels were stored with Mulberry and silks.One might be forgiven for thinking that only
the poorest enjoyed the benefits of hemp but the Retrospective Decree, Section 3 of the Shu



King, illustrates the stark contrast of it also being used by the very wealthiest. It reads:The
King, in a hempen headgear and chequered robe of state, ascended the reception staircase,
while the learned nobles and the Princes of the States, with hempen headgear and dark robes,
entered and took up their stations. The Great Protector, the Great Historian, and the Great
Master, all vested with hempen caps and scarlet robes of state.The hemp hats, signs of
mourning of their old king, Ching Wang, and the vibrant scarlet of the new king, Khang Wang’s
hempen robe of celebration. It’s stirringly beautiful imagery.Chinese MedicineBut I know you
didn’t come here to learn about cloth, or probably even seeds. So, let’s see how the Ancient
Chinese used cannabis in their medicine (and in fact, some still do). Incense, of course, formed
the basis of medicine, but also of worship of the deity and even seduction of a lover.Traditional
Chinese medicine regards food and medicine itself as being inextricably linked. Naturally, better
tasting medicines became beloved foods, and those not-so-great remained necessary evils,
stored away for desperate measures in times of dire illness. Nevertheless, essentially, they are
the same thing. It’s impossible to separate the two, just as it has been with plants we have
looked at in other books – most notably spikenard and rose; early ritual and medicine were one
and the same. We can only really assume the mind-altering aspect of the drug by looking at
the way the person consumed it, or indeed if they were using it in ritual celebration.Incense, or
more specifically smoke, holds a very special space in Ancient Chinese religion, drifting up to
the wide blue expanse of sky and carrying prayers and offerings up to the gods. The
indigenous being, The Supreme Deity Shang Di, was the highest of all gods. Too distant from
mere mortals, it was the job of the Emperor to make offerings and commune with Shang Di.
Each year he would make a special journey to the Temple of Heaven to make offerings of jade,
silk, wine, and incense, and the most perfect sacrificial calf.The finest of musicians journeyed
with him, with glorious sets of bells and instruments, who then played exquisite music to
welcome Shang Di and thank him for his presence. Majestic songs of praise and adoration
were sung unto the creator, exalting him and promising him of their love. The music drifted up
to Him on deeply aromatic smoke.The song:I hope this smoke from the fire will transport your
offering to your place in Heaven.All are praising your great name. The Heavens, The Earth, the
plants, and the animalsThe mountains, and the riversAll are present and singing songs of
praise to you.The Emperor, usually commanding the country and issuing edicts, then assumed
his place in the rightful order of the universe, offering himself prostrate in subservience to the
only being superior to him. He entered into prayer of his plans for the coming year.
Representing all creatures under the sky, he took their hopes and wishes to Shang Di. Asking
for forgiveness for the nations transgressions he entered lengthy discourse with his
god.Standing patiently and reverently, he watched the calf burn and the smoke curling up into
the Heavens. Knowing that Shang Di would soon smell the offerings of his people, he waited
for the Supreme Deity to enjoy his gifts. An enormous 50 pounds of incense was thrown up
onto the fire.Then, taking the promises of protection from the Highest One back to the people,
he was assured of success and care of China. It was to be guaranteed if every aspect of the
ritual had been performed in the most meticulous detail.So, what was in the incense?In truth,
we don’t know. Documents from the Han Dynasty explain that foreign incenses like
frankincense, agarwood, and spikenard were all imported to make ever more glamorous
incense, whilst local ingredients were saved as offerings for the poor. This might imply that
cannabis was not used, but I sense that’s probably unlikely. The Emperor’s discourse with
Shang Di was unusual, special, which infers some sort of altered reality. To me, that suggests
an entheogen, some kind of psychoactive substance that generates the divine, within.
Certainly later, by the time polytheistic Taoism had taken its place, cannabis had become one



of the most established ways to speak with the gods.The Chinese clearly understood, very
early, cannabis’s power to affect one’s mind. Several hundred pieces of jade and stone "oath
documents" dating to the Eastern Chou Dynasty (770-221 BC) attest to this. Found in the
Shansi Province, they are inscribed in red and attach the character “ma” to a symbol meaning
"negative." They seemed to connect it with something bad.The Ready to Use Pharmacopeia,
the zhenglei bencao, draws on very ancient sources to describe its plants. Of cannabis, the
author tells a story we will see many times.“Those who wish to see demons should take it with
other certain drugs for up to 100 days.”In The Origin and Use of Cannabis in Eastern Asia,
botanist Li explains shamanism was widespread throughout China; cannabis enabling journeys
to other dimensions. Unsurprisingly, medicine held all manner of connotations of sorcery in
people’s minds. Medicine men were practicing magicians, wielding wands made from hemp
stalks carved with serpents. They must have been terrifying people to meet.In Cannabis and
The Ancient World, Chris Bennet explains this shamanic relationship with cannabis lasted
several centuries, and over time filtered through into Taoism. A fifth century Taoist priest spoke
of how they ate seeded buds in ritual: “Magician technicians (shu chia) say if one consumes
them with ginseng it will give preternatural knowledge of events of the future.” Further, in the
Manual of Five Viscera, Wu Tsang Ching urges: “If you wish to command demonic apparitions
to present themselves, you must constantly eat the inflorescences of the hemp plant.”So,
eating the inflorescences, the flowers, allows a person to have knowledge superseding what is
normal or natural…Freaky!Fourth century texts, the Yuanshi shangzhen zhongxian ji – Records
of The Perfected Mortals - show cannabis being used as an incense in censors. They
advise:“For those practicing Tao, it is not necessary to go to the mountains. Some with
purifying incense and sprinkling and sweeping, are able to call down the Perfected
Immortals.”The Taoist Encyclopaedia, Supreme Secret Essentials Wushang Biyou, describes
Taoists experimenting with different types of hallucinogenic smoke. Historian Joseph Needham
illustrates how these rituals formed the beginning of Taoist creed.“The chain of events which
led to the establishment of Mao Shan…as the first permanent centre of Taoist practice, began
in +349 or slightly earlier with visitations by immortals to a young man named Yan His. In a
series of visions, there appeared to Yang a veritable pantheon of celestial functionaries,
including the lady Wei and the Mao (brothers). In the course of these interviews, aided almost
always by cannabis, Yang took down in writing a number of sacred texts which the immortals
assured him were current in their own supernal realm, as well as oral elucidations and answers
to Yang’s queries about various aspects of the unseen world.Considerable evidence points to
cannabis also being used extensively by a sect called The Way of Infinite Harmony. These
worshipped the Daoist goddess Magu, also known as The Hemp Maiden. The symbolic
protector of females, Magu is often painted as a beautiful young lady with long birdlike
fingernails, and often associated with caves. She wears a shimmering gown, not of this Earth,
and not woven in any way we can conceive.There’s little surprising about the use of cannabis
to bring about an alternate reality, and yet to our twenty first century Westerner brains, it may
jar. We… no, let’s say I… I experienced difficulties absorbing this aspect of the medicine of the
plant, considering it to be a “side effect.” And an undesirable one at that.Yet, natural medicines
don’t have side effects, do they Elizabeth?Only main effects.It is as important an aspect of the
healing as any other we encounter.This, being out of it - being off your head, if you will - has its
own very real uses. It removes a person from pain, emotionally, spiritually…and as we see
now, physically.Grant me, please, the honour of introducing you to Hua T’o, a doctor of the
greatest note.According to the official history of the Eastern Han Dynasty (25-221CE) “History
of the Later Han”, Hua T’o successfully completed an extremely complicated intestinal



resection anaesthetising his patient with “Ma Fei San”, a concoction of “cannabis boiling
powder” and wine.Notes from the biography of Hua T’o lead us by the hand into his gruesome
second century operating theatre.But if the malady resided in the parts on which the needle
[acupuncture], cautery, or medicinal liquids were incapable of acting, for example, in the bones,
in the stomach or in the intestine, he administered a preparation of hemp [ma-yo] and, in the
course of several minutes, an insensibility developed as if one had been plunged into
drunkenness or deprived of life. Then, according to the case, he performed the opening, the
incision or the amputation and relieved the cause of the malady; then he apposed the tissues
by sutures and applied linaments. After a certain number of days, the patient finds he has
recovered without having experienced the slightest pain during the operation.Would you like
me to type up a referral?Goodness, it must have been a hefty amount of weed to numb the
body that much, but there is also a theory the wine may also have helped to extract and
concentrate the active cannabis compounds. Sadly, he demanded his notes be destroyed
before his death and so the recipe has been lost in the annals of time. We can only guess at
the quantities and methods used.The ingredient named in early texts, Ma yo literally translates
to hemp oil, but, confusingly, the modern translation could also be sesame oil. Nineteenth
century scholar M. S Julien disagrees on both accounts, suggesting the mixture was most
likely to be cannabis resin mixed with the wine.A disciple of Hua T’o, Wu Pu, makes clear
distinctions between and ma ze non-toxic hemp seeds and ma fen, the toxic resin in
subsequent writings.In The Origin and Use of Cannabis in Eastern Asia, Li suggests linguistic
evidence points to the stupefying effect of cannabis being very much “old news.”The word Ma
can translate to hemp or cannabis but it might just as correctly be interpreted as “numbness,
senseless or tingling.” Mamu can also mean numb and the Chinese word for anaesthetics and
narcotics is mazui. Clearly, they share a common stem. Thus, when you read the term Ta ma,
the translation should be psychoactive cannabis.Li also translated Cheng Lei Pen Ts’ao, or the
Cheng Lei Herbal, originally written by Tang Shen Wei in 1108 CE.He finds that Ma Fen has a
spicy taste and is used for:Waste diseases and injuryClearing the bloodReducing
temperatureRelieving fluxesReversing rheumatismDischarging pusBut the first euphoric
medical applications appeared long, long before this in the Materia Medica Sutra or Pen Ts'ao,
supposedly written by the Emperor Shen Nung.Shen Nung is reputed to have lived somewhere
between 3494-2857 BCE, and is certainly someone worth meeting. He is credited with
inventing agriculture, no less, and with teaching medicine to the Chinese.Shen Nung had
watched with quiet fascination as sick people endlessly visited priests, even though their rituals
seemed incapable of curing. A keen farmer, he decided to look more closely at the plants used
to see if he could understand the situation better to improve it.Now this, ladies and gentlemen,
was a most opportune moment in Chinese history because legend has it that Shen Nung was
the bearer of a belly of no ordinary constitution.It was translucent! (Can you imagine?!).He
could investigate every process taking place during his dining. Apparently, every day he would
ingest a different seventy plants, investigating their poisonous attributes and their antidote
qualities.The original text of Pen Ts’ao no longer exists (and indeed, it might never have done)
but an unknown first century author compiled another herbal and explained that he had drawn
references from this strange and marvellous work.This “First” edition, Pen Ts’ao Ching, was
published at the end of the Han Dynasty (ca 1800 BPA). Containing 365 medicines, including
the oldest written proof of cannabis usage, this provides evidence that medicinal knowledge of
the plant spans two thousand years. It reads:"Ma fen (Cannabis seed) . . . if taken in excess will
produce hallucinations (literally 'seeing devils'). If taken over a long term, it makes one
communicate with spirits and lightens one's body."The text explains the drug became so



popular because it contains elements of both yin and yang; soft, yielding, and passive feminine
and the hot, active male principle. Since both male and female plants have yin and yang
elements to them, Shen Nung then determined only female plants should be cultivated for
medicine.Eventually, Pen Ts’ao was to become the standard Chinese medicine authority. The
Chinese people deified Shen Nung and heralded him “Father of Chinese Medicine.” I feel
reassured he probably knew what he was talking about.According to him, cannabis should be
prescribed to patients suffering from a deficiency of yin.It’s so bizarre how I go in circles writing
these books. The very first one I wrote, The Professional Stress Solution, talks of how
cannabis makes someone very yin and outlines the problems of yin disease. You might want to
cross reference here. I found it useful going back. To cut a very long story short, this would be
aggressive people and those that cannot forget (since poor memory is very yin) amongst other
aspects.Nung lists indications of Ma Fen (the resin made from the female plant) as:Menstrual
fatigueGoutRheumatismMalariaBeri-beri (Vitamin B1 deficiency)Constipation and absent
mindedness(Taylor 1963, Li 1975)The Pen Ts’ao Ching also includes cannabis in the “Drugs of
First Class”, a list headed up by Ginseng.“Of the first class of drugs, there are 120 sorts, which
are considered to perform the function of Kün or sovereigns. They support human life and
thereby resemble Heaven. They are not poisonous. Whatever quantity you take and howsoever
you use them, they are harmless. If you wish to have a body light, to improve the breath, to live
an old age without growing old, make use of these drugs of the first class. These include
ginseng, jujubes, oranges, Job's tears, Discorea (glutinous yams). Benincasa cerifera (ash
ground) Amaranthus blitumm, Cannabis sativa, Kadsura."Nowadays, we have a slightly
different perception, understanding that prolonged or excessive use of cannabis will eventually
do harm by pushing the endocannabinoid system out of kilter.Gradually, throughout the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, trade and relations broke down between China, Korea, and
Japan. Each civilisation looked inward to their own cultural pathway. Nevertheless, Japan and
Korea continued to send students to China to learn agriculture, science, and medicine, so
cannabis then reached its influences outwards.In Japan, tai ma is viewed as one of the Sanso.
The Three Plants: cannabis, along with red safflower and indigo, symbolise long life. Traditional
Japanese uses are like Chinese and draw heavily on their pharmacopeia. They are thought to
provide the following benefits:LaxativeRelives asthmaSoothes poisonous bitesWorms
petsTreating skin ailmentsGeneral tonic and promoting vigourThe SteppeOn the website,
Ancient-Origins, Bryan Hill describes a 1997 discovery of a hemp rope in Czechoslovakia.
Dating it at 26,900 BC, he placed it as the oldest known cannabis object in existence.
Disappointingly, original dig papers have thus far evaded me but there is no doubt in this
remote and unforgiving landscape that cannabis has dwelt for the longest of times.In
“Researches” (450 BC) the Ancient Greek historian Herodotus depicts a strange and unusual
scene witnessed on his explorations around the Black Sea, the area he refers to as Scythia. If
we looked at a map today, this is areas stretching from the Ukraine right up to the borders of
India. An enormous space.His strange and enigmatic narration is one of our most compelling
glimpses into funeral rites.“After the burial, those engaged in it have to purify themselves,
which they do in the following way. First, they will soap and wash their heads; and in order to
cleanse their bodies, they act as follows: they make booths by fixing on the ground three sticks
inclined towards one another, and stretching around them wooden felts, which they arranged
so as to fit as close as possible. Inside there are bronze dishes placed upon the ground into
which they put a number of red-hot stones and some hemp seed."The Scythians were a
terrifying nomadic tribe from the modern-day area that would have been Northern Iran. It
stands a good chance that the spread of the popularity of cannabis throughout the globe may



be down to its important status in Scythian life. So much so that in the ancient world, hemp
earned the title “Scythian Fire.”Who were these terrifying peoples, the Scythians?Reader, get
ready to be fascinated. I feel robbed we never learned about them at school.They seemed to
rule from 9th Century BC to 4th Century AD (yes, you did read that right. It’s a phenomenal
length of time, isn’t it!), though no-one really knows where they came from. A shamanic tribe,
they left behind them an inordinate amount of art and treasures to learn from. The area they
ruled was called Scythia, although historians disagree whether this was in fact the area of one
large tribe or perhaps a collective name used to describe many unrelated peoples of this
geographical area.It is thought that in the 8th Century BC they raided Zhou, China, and then
expanded westwards, dislodging the Cimmerians, the existing rulers of the Pontic Steppe. With
the Cimmerians out of the way, the Scythians looked triumphantly out of their wagon windows
to survey their realm.And what a realm it was!It spread from the Black Sea up to the Caspian
Sea, across to Moldova, then to Western Ukraine to the Volga district of Russia. So, if you trace
that on a map, it runs from 30 degrees to 55 degrees east longitude! Vast!A nomadic
people, they raised herds of cattle, horses, and sheep. Living in tent-covered wagons, they
were some of the first warriors to master the art of mounted warfare. They were extraordinary
metalworkers, fighting with bows and arrows whilst seated on horseback. Seemingly,
Cimmerian foot soldiers stood little chance against such skilled warriors and trained
horses.The Scythians created a vast trade network between Greece, Persia, India, and China.
By the seventh century BC they crossed the Caucasus, (the border of Europe and Asia, to
heathens like you and I), and were frequently recorded as raiding the Middle East. In short,
these were scary, scary, scary people.Herodotus continues…"Hemp grows in Scythia, it’s very
like flax; only that it is much coarser and is a taller plant. Some grows wild in the country, some
is produced by cultivation. The Thracians cloth themselves with garments made of the hemp;
so well resembling Flax, that a man must have great experience in those materials to
distinguish one from the other: and he who had never seen this hemp would think their cloths
were wrought out of Flax.The Scythians, as I say, take some of this hemp seed, and creeping
under the felt coverings throw them upon the red-hot stones; immediately it smokes and gives
out such a vapour no Grecian vapour bath can exceed. The sing, delighted, shout for joy, and
this vapour serves instead of a water bath; for they never by any chance wash themselves with
water."This seems to have been a description of a ritual to help the deceased’s family
accompany them into the next life. If that were true, how lovely to be unburdened of the worry
that they may have gone to a better place; a beautiful ritual to overcome sorrow and to prevent
depression collectively. It’s likely this was the reason that hemp was given the name “Scythian
fire.” In a 1998 paper “Düftender rauch für die seele” Fred Wollner suggested cannabis may
have been one of the oldest plants ever used for fumigation.Numerous significant excavations
have proven Herodotus’s explanation to be entirely accurate. A discovery from 2015 sent the
media into a complete frenzy when it was announced that archaeologists had found bongs in
Russia dating back 2400 years. The discovery was kept under wraps for two years to ensure
the site was protected from looting, and no wonder!Stavropol-based archaeologist Andrei
Belinski had begun to excavate the kurgan (a mound placed over a burial chamber), called
Sengileevskoe-2, as a precaution to make way for a new network of powerlines. The team
didn’t really expect to find a great deal because it was clear that someone had looted the
kurgan at some point in the past, probably in the 19th Century. After digging for a few weeks
though, they came across a very thick layer of clay. Beneath that they found a large rectangular
chamber which had been lined with wide flat stones. Inside the chamber was treasure beyond
compare.Apart from the bong there were also three gold cups, a large ring for the finger, two



rings for the neck, and a gold bracelet. When the gold had been cleaned it weighed around 7
pounds, or 3.2 kilograms.As residue was cleaned from the gold vessels, startling ornate
decorations emerged, revealing what seems to be Scythian understandings of their
underworld. One vessel depicts griffons ripping a horse and stag apart. The other, an elderly
bearded man slaughtering virile young warriors.Experts believe this vessel may be recounting
the story of the “bastard wars” also described by Herodotus. He had related that the Scythians
had been warring with the Persians for 28 years. When finally returning home, they found their
tents full of strangers. Slowly the horrible truth dawned that their lonely wives had cavorted with
their slaves. These strangers they met were the bastard children of the interludes. The children,
now grown, sought to engage the returning heroes in battle. It was a massacre with unrivalled
loss of life.Herodotus relates that one warrior returned to his fellows saying: “What are we
doing Scythians? We are fighting our slaves, diminishing our own number when we fall, and
the number of those that belong to us when we fall by our hands. Take my advice - lay spear
and bow aside and let each man fetch his horse whip and go boldly up to them. So long as
they see us with arms in our hands, they imagine themselves are equals in birth and slavery;
but let’s then behold us with no other weapon but the whip, and they will feel that they are
slaves, and flee before us.”Belinski feels the pictures depict a more metaphorical belief that
power struggles exist when a ruler or king dies. “When a king died, there was chaos. The spirit
world was upset by the death of the King, and order had to be born anew.”It’s thought that
similar ritual use probably occurred amongst the Assyrians and various ancient tribes such as
the Thracians, a pale skinned and red haired nomadic race. Herodotus provides us with
another story, this time from Assyria, found in his “Books of History”:"Of the river Araxes…
When many people have come together, they light a fire, sit around it in a circle and they throw
these fruits into the fire. When the smell of the burning fruits enters their noses, they become
inebriated like the Greeks from their wine. They throw more and more fruits into the fire, so that
they become more and more inebriated and finally jump up and begin to dance and to sing.
This is what is said about the way they live.”In 1929 Professor S. I. Rudenko, a Russian
anthropologist, unearthed the remains of a Scythian burial site hidden in the Altai Mountains
on the border of Siberia and Outer Mongolia. The trench that he found measured about 160
feet squared and about 20 feet deep. Along the perimeter were the skeletons of a number of
horses. Also inside was the body of an embalmed man. There he found a bronze cauldron with
burnt remains at the base, later confirmed to be cannabis seeds.Rudenko’s team also found
shirts made from hemp and metal censors apparently for inhaling marijuana, although he could
attach no ritual significance to them. Potentially, then, they had been using them for
recreational use. Some of the cauldrons were very small. Others weighed as much as 75
pounds! Most had solid bases shaped into a cone, presumably so that hot fire could be heaped
around the base. Fixed to the rim, opposite each other, the upper section of the largest bowl
had animal-shaped handles. Other finds indicated that potentially women participated
alongside the men.This is a short description of an extraordinary archaeological dig that is now
a UNESCO world heritage site. If you want to have a closer look at the excavation and some of
the most extraordinary metalwork made by the Scythians have a look at this link: .In 1993, a
spectacular discovery was made of the so-called “Siberian Ice Princess”, or the “Ukok
Princess”, also uncovering ancient cannabis. The young woman, aged about 25 years old, was
found in Pazyryk in the Altai Mountains of Siberia. The tomb is believed to date back to the 5th
Century. Completely preserved by permafrost, miraculously “The Princess” was covered in the
most spectacular bodywork of tattoos. They are considered the most detailed and most
colourful ever found from the ancient world. Works of the finest artistry, they depict griffons and



panthers as well as other fantastical beasts. Unbelievably her clothes were also preserved,
showing her to be immaculately dressed in a silk skirt and gloriously ornate, long sleeve
boots.The tattoos served as one of the ways to date her. It has been suggested that the
animals indicate a sacred language of the Pazyryk, that depicted the person’s innermost
thoughts. It is also thought the longer a person lived the more tattoos were added. There have
been discoveries of Pazyryk warriors being tattooed over their entire body, but they were older
people. Since the woman only had tattoos over her arms, it led to the understanding that
maturity would lead to more artwork. In the same manner, it suggests the picturing might also
allude to her status in society.These glorious animals are also seen in other modes of art but
historians believe that these bodily tattoos were used as a means to pass more easily from this
life to the next and as a means of identification – like a passport, if you will - in both lives. In the
after-life, the pictures would make it easier to identify and join loved ones who had passed
over.She was buried, as was customary for Scythian burials, with her horses. For a commoner
one horse would usually have sufficed, but this lady was special, warranting six, each with their
saddles and bridles attached as a means of a suitable escort to the underworld. This, it is
thought, alludes to status. Unusually though, she had been buried alone. Usually, men and
women would have been buried together, with families all in a row. But this lady seemed to be
unusual, warranting an isolated burial. Researchers think this might indicate celibacy, which is
known to have been usual for shamans and cult servants.Was the cannabis for ritual use? Yes,
perhaps, but it also seems very likely that she was in an inordinate amount of pain. An MRI,
conducted in Novosibirsk, revealed that the 'princess' had suffered from osteomyelitis, an
infection of the bone or bone marrow, from childhood or adolescence. Then, near the end of
her life, she sustained injuries when falling from her horse. Lastly, she had breast cancer, which
ravaged her into a dreadful state of emaciation. Her decline seems to have been slow, the
tumour in her left breast and metastases in her lymph, glands taking five years to eventually
overcome her. The cannabis she was taking seemingly allowed her to commune with spirits
and to act as a conduit between the community with the spirit world.The intricacies of the
investigation will astound you. Scientists can see that she arrived in Ukok in October, in the
fourth stage of cancer. Struggling with pain and heavily drugged with painkillers, she had
weakened terribly. In this vulnerable state, it seems likely she fell from a horse and was
seriously injured. The MRI shows that she fell on her right temple, right shoulder, and right hip,
although she was clearly alive for a while after the fall because oedema formed around her
injuries.Anthropologists believe that the migration to the winter camp might have been the only
thing powerful enough to motivate this very sick and frail lady to get onto a horse. It’s very
notable that her people didn’t leave her to die, or even kill her, given that she would have made
their dangerous journey even more arduous. Instead, they felt impelled to take her with them to
camp, showing just how important she must have been. It seems likely she never left her bed
when she reached the winter camp. Pathologists believe the people stored her body before the
funeral, probably for about two to three months. Tests on the horses' stomachs alongside show
their last meal was eaten in June, most likely when she was buried, even though scientists feel
she probably died in January or even March. She was buried in the spring, as the ground
softened. As it re-hardened an air pocket had formed, encasing the Ice Princess in permafrost
and preserving her for two and half millennia.This poor woman was probably so ravaged with
pain that sniffing cannabis was her only way to get through the day. In her altered state of
mind, it seemed she could speak to other beings and became important and cherished by the
tribe. It would certainly explain why they took so much care for her and buried her in a way not
that dissimilar to royalty.Although she was called Princess, shaman is more likely. The term Ice



Princess was given to her by the media: researchers call her Devochka, meaning “Girl”.The
people of the Altai Mountains still attribute great powers to her. They believe earthquakes have
happened because her body was removed. They remember that the helicopter, taking her
away, almost crashed. She has been returned to the area where she came from, and now
resides in a specially designed glass coffin.Weed has been found in the Yanghai Tombs (also
spelled Yang-Hai) in northwest China.Nestled at the base of the Fire, or Flaming, Mountains
(Huoyan Shan), Yanghai lies right in the foothills of the Heavenly Mountains (Tian Shan) on the
edge of the gloriously fertile Turpan Oasis. People have been drawn to this beautiful area for
thousands of years, and this is the burial grounds of an ancient nomadic people called Gushi,
(sometimes seen as Jushi.) Many of the finds seem to share similarities with the Scythians,
leading experts to suspect that perhaps the Gushi were somehow connected to
Scythia.Historical evidence tells us these people "lived in tents, followed the grasses and
waters, and had considerable knowledge of agriculture.” They were farmers, owning cattle,
horses, camels, sheep, and goats. They were accomplished horsemen and archers and spoke
an extinct language called Tocharian, thought to have been similar to Celtic.The Yanghai
Tombs had a long history ranging between 3000 and 2600 years old. Since the region is so
arid, the mummies of the dead and other organic materials were immaculately preserved and
were found in the most amazing condition when the 250 tombs were excavated at the turn of
this century. There have been many striking insights into the people who lived here because of
this fabulous preservation. Not least to us, the man found in “Room 90”.Surprisingly, for a tomb
found in China, a 2,500-year-old man found buried here was Caucasian with blue eyes. It is
thought the Gushi had originated from Russia. Sadly, his body, reduced to a skeleton, was not
as well-preserved as others that have been found. Most of the objects that had been buried
with him seemed to be connected with horsemanship, although there was also a musical
instrument, bows and arrows, and some wooden cups. An open leather basket lay near the
man's head and was filled with immaculately preserved fruits, leaves, and shoots. Next to it lay
a wooden bowl of cannabis, still green after all these thousands of years."The deceased was
laid out on the bottom of this tomb on a little bier," explained Dr. Ethan Russo, in his study
published in the Journal of Experimental Botany. The bier was a movable frame on which a
coffin or a corpse had been placed before burial or cremation and presumably carried the
deceased to their grave. Russo continues:"This individual seemed to be very high status
because of the variety and quality of the grave goods, including the equestrian equipment, the
archery equipment and the large amount of cannabis." (Large amount is specifically 789
grams. That’s nearly 2 pounds. Ladies and gentlemen, this is a seriously large stash,
suggesting this had been collected over a time and not simply taken from one plant).Closer
examination showed they were female flowers, discounting any possibility that the hemp might
have been intended for rope and leading researchers to suspect he was probably a shaman.
Archaeologists didn’t recover any kind of pipe so it is probable that he would have eaten it or
perhaps thrown it onto the fire and taken a jolly good gulp of the fumes. What was it for? Pain
relief maybe, divination perhaps. It’s interesting to contemplate that the flowers had been laid
by his head, so scholars wonder if this is significant and that perhaps he intended to continue
his work here in the afterlife.When the hemp underwent radiocarbon dating, it was deemed to
be 2,495 years old. Although it had retained its green hue, the volatiles must have evaporated
because it no longer exuded its characteristically sweet weedy smell.Siberian MedicineThe
female inflorescences of Cannabis ruderalis are frequently found as being used as fumigants
in sweat lodge ceremonies, as well as being dried and then smoked or inhaled. Christian
Ratsch describes a local recipe for psychoactive shamanic incense in his Encyclopedia of



Psychoactive Plants: Ethnopharmacology and its Applications. A concoction of equal parts
hemp flowers, juniper branch tips, thyme, and wild rosemary, he relates that wormwood,
mugwort, or other species of Artemisia might also be included.The cookery fanatics among
you might relish experimenting with baking with C. ruderalis. A sedative and aphrodisiac,
cannabis is blended with psychoactive ingredients then sweetened with saffron, nutmeg,
cardamom, and honey in traditional Russian delicacies.In the Altai region, “bagaschun" is
considered to be the universal panacea. Recipes for this Mongolian folk medicine consists of
hemp and juniper being blended into bat guano.Delightful!The hemp/guano mix is a beloved
tonic in Russian folk medicine too. Sadly, I have been unable to ascertain how one should
administer such a spectacular thing. Your homework is to create me 16 easy recipes of hemp
and guano and to post it onto the internet. Obviously, I’ll have to insist on seeing case history
pictures of it being used!C. ruderalis is the chosen prescription for depression in Russia and
Mongolia.Egyptian Medicine & AntiquityAlthough cannabis is rarely seen in ancient Egypt, as a
medicine it does have a hieroglyph, Shemshemet. Dr. Lise Manniche recommends we
pronounce this “Shm- Shm Tu” or “sm sm”. It literally means medical marijuana plant. Some
scholars have previously suggested that the term might sometimes be easily confused with
sesame, but although cannabis is an unusual medicine it is always recommended for external
use, whereas sesame is usually ingested.The Ebers papyrus is the oldest complete herbal in
history. Although it is not the earliest reference to cannabis, it lets us glimpse ancient Egyptian
medicine at around 1600 BC. It gives a fascinating insight into cannabis being used for
gynaecology. In formula 821 (96:7-8) we see a recipe for mother and child:“SuSm-t ground in
honey and introduced into her vagina.”Mechoulam, arguably the world’s most important
cannabis researcher, suggests this might have been to prevent haemorrhage after
childbirth.Then, in Formula 618, honey, ochre, hemp, and other ingredients are blended
together for a remedy for a poorly finger or toenail.Ramesseum III is again a medical papyrus,
probably dating back even further to 1700 BC and the reign of Ramses II. It belongs to a
collection of texts spanning a wide range of subjects and dates. They form the archive of the
tomb in which they were found and have been described as the "most precious single find of
papyri" from pharaonic Egypt and now are housed in the British Museum in London.Because
they are so fragile and fragmented it has been difficult to conduct studies of them in detail thus
far. Luckily, the section describing cannabis is in relatively good repair. It prescribes:“A
treatment for the eyes: [blended with] celery, hemp is ground and left in the dew overnight. Both
eyes of the patient are to be washed in the morning.”A twist though, because I suspected that
the physician may have realised the potential of the herb against glaucoma (and probably he
has) but another section of this papyrus also seems to describe the eruption of the Santorini
volcano in 1600 AD. Could this wash be to cleanse the eyes of volcanic dust? I
dunno.Interesting, isn’t it?The Chester Beatty VI Papyrus is dated to c. 1200 BC and is thought
to be the world’s oldest treatise on anorectal disease (affecting the anus and rectum). It is one
of several papyri, acquired by philanthropist Chester Beatty in the 1920s. This one comes from
Thebes, and was also donated to the British Museum. I like this one because it feels like you
see Egyptian studies unfolding before your eyes. Some words are still not yet understood
(underlined and in bold), maintaining the nebulous and mysterious meaning of the recipes.See
what you make of it.What do you think the patient might have been suffering from?“Another
remedy for the part of the body named sâq, the bladder to drive away the chenefet substances
and whatever other anal affliction of a man or women [....]If the problem manifests itself in a
fashion due to divine action, both abscesses of the bladder, some setet of the joint, then he will
lose water between his buttocks, then he will have a fever on account of this that he has



sustained, his urine will flow, the evacuations will be painful, his anus is heavy, the flow from
the abdomen is without end, you must say to the patient "It is a heaviness of the anus, a
problem that I can treat." This remedy you must prepare for him until he is cured: goose fat 5
ro; honey 50 ro; human milk 15 ro. This will be placed four days following.Another remedy,
which is prepared after this; water of wheat mimi; 1 cannabis juice; 1 juice of a quebou plant; 1
goose fat; 1 lotus leaves; 1 acacia leaves. This will be prepared in a homogenous mass and
placed in the anus four days following."I’m not sure what the affliction is, but it sure ain’t good!
Be careful whom you describe this recipe to. I feel sure if I showed it to The Strong Silent One,
he would find his voice next time I ask “Does my bum look big in this?” He’ll answer, “Yes, but
maybe that’s because your anus is heavy.”And I won’t even have a quebou plant to rectify that
either!So, the question everyone seems to want to know is did the ancient Egyptians use
cannabis psycho-actively?Oh, my goodness what a can of worms...Probably!There are many
mentions of The Smoke Eaters at Thebes (which was the main Holy centre of Egypt) and their
use of cannabis in mortuary rites, although I cannot find much out about them at all. Diodorus
Siculus, a Greek historian from Sicily, describes how the women of Thebes used cannabis to
dispel sorrow and bad humour, although whether the two are the same I cannot decide.But
Pandora’s Box first opens in Paris in 1976.At Le Bourget airport, a line of military wait with all
the pomp and circumstance of a state visit because a very important king is about to grace
their runway.This is not such a rare occurrence, only this particular visitor had been dead for
over 3000 years. The mummy of Ramses II had been flown to Paris's Ethnological Museum to
undergo treatment for funguses and bacteria that had been gradually degrading his body whilst
on display in the Cairo museum.While the mummy was in Paris, various specimens were given
to several local eminent Egyptologists to work on to bring in their own varying disciplines of
investigations in a bid to learn more about the great king, but also ancient Egypt in general.Dr.
Michele Lescot, a well-respected scholar from Paris’s own Museum of Natural History, was
given a piece of the burial linen to study. When she reported findings of a pollen granule of
tobacco her work was met with derision and scorn and accusations of shoddy workmanship
abounded. It was insisted that one of her colleagues must have been smoking a pipe and
contaminated the linen because tobacco would not be seen in Egypt until Columbus had
brought it back to Europe from the Americas.I have to say I have worried a bit about Dr. Lescot
and how she must have felt after such sorry remarks and what it did to her career, because the
belief that she had screwed up remained in circulation until another great woman, Dr. Svetlana
Balabanova, took up the fight six years later.Now people, let me tell ya, Dr. B. is nobody’s fool.
She is a forensic toxicologist with police training and even pioneered some of the drug tests
used in sports competitions today. If there is good sh*t to be found in human tissue, Dr. B is the
gal to find it.She did.Taking up Lescot’s trail, she asked to see intestinal tissues from inside of
the cadaver of Ramses the Great. There she found pollens of cannabis, coca (cocaine), and
tobacco. These ran through and around the body cells “like rings on a tree.”Then, in 1992, she
had the opportunity to take the studies further when a “super team” was gathered to look at
new findings in archeo-cadavers. Seven mummies were despatched to her and the findings
were the same. Each one had evidence of cocaine and nicotine and all but one showed
evidence of cannabis consumption. Since that time, she has investigated over 3000 ancient
bodies and virtually every royal mummy shows evidence of so called “Divine plants”, that is
shamanic plants that help you commune with the gods.So, you would have thought it was
conclusive, but guys if you thought people on aromatherapy forums are nasty to one another
(there, I said it!) we ain’t got nothing on Egyptology! The haters really started to hate, coming
out of every possible orifice of sarcophagus woodwork. Some authorities said that perhaps



these had been absorbed as people smoked around the mummies as they had viewed the
exhibits and that the only way to see if it had really been ingested was to examine different
depths of it in the scalp. That perhaps she had been duped by later “fake” mummies that had
been painted with black tar...It goes on and on.Balabanova and her team have stood their
ground. One by one, they have overcome each argument in turn. At the moment, the results of
the tests still stand, but one can see why they are very hard to absorb.Just how did tobacco or
cocaine get from the Americas to ancient Egypt? Is everything we know about the ancient
trade routes wrong?We know that hemp was in the country because it is recommended in the
Pyramid texts as a material to make rope. Further, hemp was stuffed into crevices in rock
faces. When water was added the hemp expanded to break open the rock and make bricks to
build with. A sample of hemp fabric was also found in the tomb of Akhenaten. Whether it
actually grew there is uncertain, until it is documented that the Roman emperor Aurelius taxed
it, but that doesn’t arise until the third century AD. There is also no doubt they used
psychoactive ingredients like mandrake and blue lotus so yes, I think taking the odd puff or two
also seems very likely.AntiquityAnother papyrus we have at our disposal is newer, around 2nd
century AD, the Vienna Papyrus which discloses writing of Galen and Pliny. This idea of
recorded information from further and further into the past is very important (and of course,
what I am doing now!). It is a valuable record of the use of hemp, but the danger of this is
always going to be Chinese Whispers. Each telling of hemp’s tale has its own slant and
dimension added to deepen intrigue, but also in today’s world to circumnavigate copyright! This
is very interesting here. Have all accounts been construed and correctly related?Pliny wrote in
77 AD that “Esparto – made of a species of course grass - was used at sea, but on land they
prefer ropes made of hemp.”Galen and Ephippus both describe how seeds can be cooked and
eaten as a delicacy, and here Galen hints at psycho-activity:“There are some who fry and
consume [the seed] together with other desserts. I call “desserts” these foods that are eaten
after dinner in order to stimulate an appetite for drinking. The seed creates a feeling of warmth
and if consumed in large amounts affects the head by sending to it a warm and toxic
vapour.”Given that most of the writings we find from Galen are reworks of things other people
have written, it is not outside the realms of possibility that he too misunderstood what someone
else has written. I say this because hemp seed is not psychoactive and it doesn’t actually give
you the munchies. It is, however, very drying, and it definitely gave me a headache when I
worked with it! It can also make you inordinately thirsty, so perhaps he is not describing some
kind of hashish delicacy at all. Maybe it is just the seeds.Both he and Dioscorides are keen to
point out that not only is it fantastic for earache but it will also reduce potency. In De
Alimentorum facutatibus, Galen compares hemp to Vitex Agnus Castus, the Chaste Tree, the
sacred tree of Hera, saying it is similar in appearance, which I thought was interesting but
nothing more.He also advises “The seeds dispel wind from the lower abdomen and dry the
user to such an extent that when eaten in excess sexuality is extinguished.”He
continues:“Some squeeze the juice from green seeds to use as a remedy for blockages in the
ear.”Over the centuries, especially in British medicine, you will see Galen’s words regurgitated
repeatedly in different texts:“Earaches and desiccant of men’s seed.”Pseudo Apuleius, in his
fourth century herbal Herberium Apulei Platonici, breaks the mould a little bit and advocates
using the herb mixed with grease for swellings of the chest and mixing cannabis with nettle
seeds and vinegar for cold sores (ow, ow, ow… Surely that stings?)Unani MedicineCollated
from an eloquent monograph in 1965 by Shri. C. Dwarakanath for the United Nations Office
and Drugs and Crime, the following terms form part of their efforts to assess the safety of using
cannabis in the traditional medicine disciplines, Ayurveda and Unani- Tibbi. Officers’



understanding of the herb was greatly enhanced by Sanskrit’s erudite descriptions of its
actions.Bahuvadini - Causes excessive garrulousnessBhang - Arrests the functions of the brain
in excessive dosesChapala - Causes vacillation of the mindDafe-a-tashanj - Anti-
convulsiveHarshini - Stimulates a pleasurable sensation and causes elation of mindMadini -
Induces narcosis Mohini - Causes mental confusionMoras-hi-zan - Causes
deliriumMujafifmani - DevitalisingMumsik - RetentiveMunawam - HypnoticMuqavi mehda -
StomachicMushtai - AppetiserMuskan alm – Pain-killingMussakar - IntoxicantNuqavi bah -
AphrodisiacQuabiz - Induces constipationRanjika - Causes excitementSamvida manjari -
Inflorescence causes garrulousness Tandrakrit - Causes drowsinessTrailokya vijaya - Causes
a state of mind in which the subject feels that he is capable of conquering "the three
worlds" Vijaya - Causes a feeling of being unconquerableVirapatra - Means “potent leaf”
India & AyurvedaAyurvedic medicine seeks to balance three functional elements, the doshas,
what the human body is composed of, and is commonly represented as Vata or Vayu (ether or
air), Pitta (fire and water), and Kapha (phlegm or water and earth).In Dr. K. M. Nadkarni's
Indian Materia Medica Volume 1, we benefit from the term “Vipaka” being described more
succinctly than the usual “wind, bile, phlegm” annotations that western scholars might usually
provide. “…the word Vayu does not imply ‘Wind’ in Ayurvedic literature, but comprehends all
the phenomena which come under the functions of the Central and Sympathetic Nervous
Systems; that the word Pitta does not essentially mean ‘Bile’ but signifies the functions of
Thermogenesis or heat production and metabolism, comprehending in its scope the process of
digestion, coloration of blood and formation of various secretions and excretions and that the
word Kapha does not mean ‘Phlegm’ but is used primarily to imply the functions of Thermo-
taxis or heat regulation and secondarily formation of the various preservative fluids, e.g.,
Mucus, Synovia, etc.”Good health depends on a perfect balance between these three
doshas.Cannabis has a very long history in Ayurveda. Its Sanskrit name is Bhanga and it is
classified as a stimulant for all three doshas. The ancient medicinal texts use it for purification,
but at the same time class it as a toxic substance. A reference is made to bhanga in
Ashtadhyayi of Panini (a very ancient paper about Sanskrit grammar) showing that cannabis
was known in India as early as the fourth and third centuries BC.Historically, the Brahmins
used the herb to bring about both relaxation and an altered state of consciousness, and to
enable them to sink deeper into their meditations. These holy men used the herb in myriad
ways to induce different effects. On some occasions, they might inhale smoke from the
marijuana hash. On others, they might ingest a delicious milk concoction blended with the
spices and leaves from the plant. Also famously known as bhang, this drink is still often
consumed in India during the Holi festival. Partaking of “the bhang” supposedly leads the
drinker up a stairway to enlightenment, effortlessly peeling back the layers of consciousness
and revealing their true nature.I managed to find a recipe for bhang on the Ayurveda College
website:2 cups water4 cups warm milk1/2 to 1 teaspoon rosewater1 oz bud (of marijuana
flowers)3/4 to 1 cup sugar2 tablespoons blanched almonds1/8 teaspoon garam masala1/4
teaspoon ginger powderI had to experiment a little and made it with some hemp flowers, and
even though it should normally be made with marijuana for its psychoactive effects I can still
see how one could easily become hooked. It is utterly scrumptious and feels incredibly
indulgent and exotic. Did it still reveal my true nature? I reached for a second cup, thus
radiating my pitta greediness. I’m not sure my good girl’s version did much else, no.Historically,
it’s likely that the very earliest written reference to cannabis in India can be found in the
Atharvaveda (remember the gorgeous book of hymns we spoke about in the Holy Basil book
that told scholars so much about life 4000 years ago?). This first mention would date to about



1500 BC.It lyrically pleads: “We tell of the five kingdoms of herbs headed by Soma; may it, and
kusa grass, and bhanga and barley, and the herb saha, release us from anxiety.”We also find
the prowess of bhang acknowledged in ancient medicinal texts: Chakara Samhita (translates to
the internist) and the Sushrata Samhita (the surgeon).The Sushrata Samhita advises using
cannabis for phlegm, catarrh, and diarrhoea.What’s interesting though, is that unlike the usage
in China, when the subject of anaesthesia arises for surgery, both books relate that alcohol is
their preferred method of dulling the senses, rather than cannabis. Was the plant still being
used as a religious instrument, we wonder? Perhaps the psychoactive properties had not yet
been discovered by the time they had been written (dates of authorship are unknown but we
are probably talking around 2nd century and 6th century BC, respectively).It seems likely that
the first unambiguous regard to cannabis being a drug appeared in the 11th century from
Cikitsasarasangraha by the Bengal author Vangasena. He portrays the herb as a "drug-like
opium whose mode of action is to pervade the whole body before being absorbed and
digested.”The Dhanwantari nighantu, written in the eighth century AD, explains bhang entered
Indian medicine because of its intoxicating stimulation to digestion, because it was hot and
diuretic, and because of its expectorant and aphrodisiac properties. In the 13th century the
materia medica of Ayurvedic plants, Rajanighantu, detailed several new characteristics of the
cannabis plant unlisted in earlier works.Cannabis is described as:balyatva (strength-
giving)katutva (acridity)medhakaritva (inspiring of mental power)samgrdhitva (astringency) &
kashayatva (astringency) (I can’t seem to distinguish between the two)sreshthadipanatva (the
property of a most excellent excitant)tiktatva (pungency)ushnatva (heat)vakpradatva (speech
giving)vatakaphapahatva (removing wind and phlegm)Translations of the work tell us that its
effects on man are described as:ExcitantHeatingAstringentDestroys phlegmExpels
flatulenceInduces costiveness (I had to look that one up. It either means not generous, or
means constipation. I suggest here it probably means the latter, but one can never be
sure!)Sharpens the memoryExcites appetiteAnother compendium of therapeutics dating to the
thirteenth century AD Sharangadhara Samhita also lists several prescriptions titrated with
bhang.Generally, early Ayurvedic practitioners used cannabis and preparations of bhang for
diarrhoea, dysentery, and insomnia.In addition, it was administered for skin diseases where
patients might take cannabis internally as well as using it externally.Often bhanga was added
to herbal vaginal pessaries prescribed for ladies suffering from “contracting vaginas.” It took me
a while to decipher that this is vaginismus, a condition where ladies tense up, causing painful
penetration during intercourse.The twelfth century text Ananda Kanda lists several different
texts for erectile dysfunction. These
include:CurnaVatikaLehaPakaDugdhapaka,KvathaModakaMadan Modaka and Kameshwar
Modaka are both sweets made from bhanga, prescribed to alleviate the strain of sexual debility.
As with many Ayurvedic preparations, these foods are created with many purposes in mind. A
recipe for Madan Modaka contains many herbs, but notably hemp leaves with flowers and
seeds fried in clarified butter, equal in weight to all other ingredients. This was also used for
coughs, chronic bowel complaints, and impotence.Many instances are found in folk medicine
where juice has been extracted from the cannabis leaves or a paste made from them. In
Ayurveda, this juice was applied to the head to remove dandruff but also to get rid of every
infant school child’s mother’s nightmare, nits!Powdered leaves are dusted over open fresh
wounds to help them to scab over.Poultices were made from the plant and applied to areas of
local inflammation, to soothe neuralgia and to ease the pain of haemorrhoids.The Rasa
shastras are the ancient Ayurvedic alchemy texts containing medicinal preparations created
from metals, minerals, and toxic plants. The end effect is always the same as it is in any



alchemy, that of transformation. Here cannabis is identified, changing the condition of those
who have lost their appetite, have failing digestion, intestinal spasms, poor blood circulation,
and heart disease.In his book Rasa Shastra: The Hidden Art of Medical Alchemy Andrew
Mason pairs cannabis with soapstone for treatments. Where he describes the dynamics of
cannabis as being hot, he attributes the dynamics of soapstone as being cold. He states that
cannabis should be purified using rosewater, aloe vera juice, or salt water and used for internal/
external bleeding, skin diseases, vaginal discharges, diarrhoea, dysentery, menorrhagia,
leucorrhoea, gonorrhoea, heart pains, cough, and pyorrhoea.(Honestly, the words they missed
out of our school spelling tests – that list was impossible to type! Still, can you imagine being
examined on that delightful list of abnormally heavy bleeding, thick whitish-yellow vaginal
discharge and a venereal disease involving inflammatory discharge from the urethra or vagina,
and lastly a virulent inflammation of the gums and tooth sockets? On second thought, that may
not be the sort of exposure any teacher wants to subjugate themselves to in front of a class of
13-year-olds. In this case, perhaps some things are best left to the spell checker!).The
Rajavallabha, written in the 15th century by Sutradhar Mandan for the famed ruler and military
leader Rana Kumhha of Mewar, gives a vivid description of cannabis: “Indra’s food (i.e. ganja)
is acid, produces infatuation, and destroys leprosy. It creates vital energy, the mental powers
and internal heat, corrects irregularities of the phlegmatic humour, and is an elixir vitae.”The
Vegetable Materia Medica of Western India by William Dymock (1884) explains: “The
Rahbulubha alludes to the use of hemp in gonorrhoea.” Sadly, I could not find the original text
to tell you anything about it, but please, underline gonorrhoea and leprosy, because when we
get to the homeopathic section and the section on glia…boys and girls, you are gonna freak
out!Contraindications in AyurvedaAnanda kanda (where we found the erectile dysfunction
recipes) dedicates an entire chapter to toxicity. No-one really knows who wrote it or when, but
it’s thought to date from about the 12th century, mainly based on the fact that there seem to be
no references that bhang had any toxic effects before 1000 AD.The name of the book means
“Root of Bliss” and describes how using cannabis with eight other herbs guarantees you a life
of 300 years. Sadly, of course, we don’t know if the author reached his aspired years. Just for
larks I paged the oracle to see who the longest living person on record was. Sadly, his name is
not Raja. Her name was Jeanne Calment of France (1875–1997), who lived to the ripe old age
of 122 years, 164 days. Apparently, she famously met Vincent van Gogh when she was 12 or
13, who was reputed to be a big hemp and absinthe man. Perhaps he taught her a thing or two
about cannabis!Ananda kanda outlines the differences in purification and overuse. Cannabis is
listed in Ayurvedic literature as one of the upavisha. These are like a class-two drug that, unlike
herbs such as monkshood, will not kill instantly, but over time become toxic to the body.These
very powerful drugs exert great levels of healing and thus should only be used for illnesses that
will not respond to other methods.It describes nine successive stages of marijuana toxicity.
Whilst we do not expect to see these with hemp oil, I think as a practitioner it is useful to know
them to recognise escalation to marijuana.Signs the text recommends you look out for are
redness in the eyes, complete forgetfulness, and then finally in the ninth stage: “shouting,
fainting, rolling on the ground, difficulty in speaking, disclosure of secret feelings, misery,
extreme prostration.”The texts are clear.When cannabis is used inappropriately, it will
aggravate all three of the doshas: vata, pitta and kapha (it reduces pitta and heightens kapha
and extreme use heightens vata too).It should always be used in combination with other plants
and for only a very short amount of time. The same warning themes run right through
Ayurveda. The general view on cannabis is that it is toxic to the liver, the blood, and the
reproductive system.Extended applications cause constipation and dryness of the skin,



connective tissues, and organs.It depletes immunity, reduces strength and energy, and robs
the person of all motivation and happiness; it also weakens sexual desire and renders their
body unable to heal.Long-term use will eventually cause impotency and infertility.It has a
tamasic dulling effect, and rajasic, meaning it dulls the mind.It’s impossible to know how many
of these main effects we can level at THC. Whether they will affect long-term users of CBD oil
or even hemp essential oil is unclear, but I think as a practitioner there is a duty of care to
assume that we may possibly be, and should always be, on the lookout for these happening to
the patient over time.All texts insist that long-term use of cannabis diminishes will and ambition
and leads to dullness, confusion, lethargy, and depression. They fervently believe that cannabis
clogs the mind as well as the subtle channels. Everything about misuse of the drug is deemed
to be in complete contradiction to the meditative and spiritual practices which aim for a
peaceful and purely tranquil sattvic mind that we researched so thoroughly in the Holy Basil
book.A powerful medicine then, especially when used in combination with other magical
plants… To you and I, it should be used as a synergist to improve other healing, but it should
be a short sharp shock to the system.Nothing more. Nothing less.If there has been an overuse,
the best recommendation seems to be bed rest and sleep it off. It’s also recommended that
cooling foods such as milk, ghee, and sugar are used both internally and externally. So we
might see these in Ayurvedic food recipes, but they also appear in “beauty” creams, lotions,
and other preparations.Ayurveda very helpfully offers us a list of healing herbs to reduce the
effects of cannabis overuse. These are:CamphorClovesSandalwoodIt also recommends a
mouthful of the sourest lemon juice, as well as tamarind, to counteract narcotic effects of
marijuana.Calamus neutralises the toxins of marijuana and removes the accumulation of drugs
from the body in general. What I find really beautiful is that it will work on the nervous system
and the mind to diffuse the emotional problems which possibly lead to the abuse in the first
place. Gloriously poetic healing. Plant medicine, how I love thee.However, where plants like
vetiver, holy basil, and even spikenard are truly beloved in Ayurveda, I felt there was probably
significance in an old Hindu curse. Apparently, hemp grows prolifically around disused
buildings in India. “May hemp grow around your house”, means I want so many bad things to
happen to you that you need to abandon your home and leave it to nature.Not nice, is it?It
doesn’t feel like people look on hemp kindly!That gives me pause.Cannabis in the BibleI
couldn’t remember having been shocked by the presence of cannabis in the Bible when I
studied Old Testament archaeology for my A Levels. When I can remember the ins and outs of
the Epic of Gilgamesh and the fall of Jerusalem, it seemed a little bit strange that cannabis
might have passed the 17-year old me by.Well, the reason is, it’s not there. That’s why. But the
question is… Was it ever?Sula Benet (1903-1982) was a Polish anthropologist and expert in
Polish and Judaic history in culture. In 1936, she proposed a compelling argument in her paper
Early Diffusion and Folk Uses of Hemp that the term Kaneh Bosm had been wrongly translated
to calamus in the 5th century when it had been placed into the Greek version of the Bible, The
Septuagint. She says that Kaneh Bosm is more likely to be hemp. Every translation since then,
including Martin Luther’s in the reformation, had retained the incorrect word. If her theory is
correct, cannabis had previously been very much alive and well in the Old Testament but has
since been eradicated.I must say, this section contradicts a great deal of what is written in my
Spikenard book, because I, too, have taken Kaneh Bosm to be calamus there, but the more I
think about her argument, the more I wonder if she might be right.There are several places
where the term arises. Originally, the term Cannabis was thought to come from Scythian
usage, but Benet describes how it is more likely to come from Hebrew or other Semitic
languages. She takes her translations right back to the Aramaic version of the Torah called the



Targum oncelos, which dates to the first century AD.The word Kan, she says, has a double
meaning. It can mean either Reed or Hemp. Bosm means aromatic. Sometimes we will see the
word Kaneh used alone, in places where the plant seems to relate to rope, fabric, or texture,
and we see Bosm added at times where an incense seems to be implied.The first time we
“meet” cannabis, it is merely an inference. It appears in a familiar Old Testament passage most
of you will recognise, with the prophet Moses, just as he is beginning to become Shamanic. We
read: “Moses discovered the angel of the Lord in flames of fire from within a bush.”Smiling?Yes,
it made me smile too. It is almost too obvious, isn’t it?Does that imply he was high? That
seems a scandalous suggestion.I think I need to move to safer ground.The next mention is
actually of Kaneh bosm and as I said, we encountered it in the recipe for Holy Incense that we
worked so hard to understand in the Spikenard book. So, we had said calamus is in the recipe,
but the amounts suggested for Kaneh Bosm are enormous. Like cannabis, Calamus is also
psychoactive, but nowhere near as “benign” as cannabis. It constitutes 75% asarone, which is
a precursor to trimethoxyamphetamine. In doses of the scale used in the Holy Anointing recipe,
it would be hideously toxic. That’s pretty interesting, but there is more.In Genesis 41:22 we see
Kaneh Bosm appearing in a dream that Pharaoh asks Joseph to interpret for him. First, he
sees seven healthy cows and then seven skinny ones eat them, but they still look ravaged.
Pharaoh is troubled and then the next night he has a similar dream, but this time it’s a cereal
(it’s two parts… It’s a serial… Corn…geddit? No? Oh, never mind…).He describes:“In my
dream, I saw seven heads of grain, full and good, growing on a single stalk. 23 After them,
seven other heads sprouted—withered and thin and scorched by the east wind. 24 The thin
heads of grain swallowed up the seven good heads. I told this to the magicians, but none of
them could explain it to me.”Could “A stalk with seven heads of grain coming from it” be a
description of hemp? I think it could, and it would be a very inaccurate description of calamus,
which is not a grain but more like a reed.The word Kaneh arises in several places throughout
the Bible as either a foodstuff, a rope, or a textile. Calamus is none of these things.It is very
hard to find direct references in the Bible, but Benet argues, perhaps conveniently, that this is
because of translational changes throughout history. One example that she gives is just as the
ancient Chinese had a requirement that the dead be buried in clothes made of hemp, so did
the Hebrews, but later translations changed the word into “linen.”In a Greek translation of the
story of Solomon, dating from somewhere between 1st and 5th century AD, we read:“I
commanded her to spin the hemp for the ropes used in the building of the House of God. She
was brought to stand night and day spinning the hemp.” Strong ropes they must indeed have
been to build the gargantuan House of God. A reed just could not have held the weight.You
see, it is easy to see how the confusion may have arisen, because when you read Hebrew it is
ultra-perplexing because they only write in consonants. It is up to the reader to decide how
these words are pronounced. In God’s Gift, Rev. Burgess Shale radically appraises the Old
Testament by isolating the terms “qaneh” or “qnh”. In particular, he translates a passage in
Ezekiel, and he argues qnh should not be “reed” as is traditionally read, but instead “Hemp
measuring rope.” Armed with this new translation tool, he was able to find an amazing 62
references to quaneh.If this is in fact true, then Benet is correct, that qnh must be an object
both textile and an ingredient in anointing oils.So, let’s say Benet is right, and cannabis is
indeed part of the Holy Incense, then we must follow the smoke signals and find references
aplenty. Using this new evidence, it is hard to ignore that every time Moses communes with
God, either he has lathered himself with the anointing oil or he seems to hear God in some
smoke.Could it be true? Was Moses acting as shaman under the influence of a marijuana
high? It seems highly unlikely that the Hebrews know nothing of cannabis when their



neighbours openly enjoyed it so reverently and the shamanistic link of seeing a deity in smoke
would certainly not be unusual either. Later, in the 6th century BC, another monotheist
Zoroaster would speak to his deity Ahura Mazda in shamanic ecstasy produced by cannabis.
Likewise, the ancient Greek Oracle of Delphi appeared to followers behind a veil of intoxicating
smoke.
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chris, “Upon opening this book I was a little taken back - it was not written like the rest of her
books and understandably so. I received a free advanced copy of this book...How do I even
start my review... so much to write and so much to say!!Cannabis Oh Cannabis!!Never in my
wildest dreams would I be so excited about a book!!I have all of Elizabeth Ashley /The Secret
Healer's books that she has written on the subject of essential oil's and to tell you the truth I
would have bought this book just because I trust her writing, her knowledge and the history &
research that goes into everything she writes or does. Upon opening this book I was a little
taken back - it was not written like the rest of her books and understandably so. Cannabis is
not fluff - it's not like the other oils that she has written about. Cannabis is over the top... It's a
delicate subject that people don't want to read about or they turn up their noses to. But I'm here
to tell you that this book has more information in it than you will ever need to know about the
wonders that Cannabis is doing in the medical & private world. There are things that we
probably would have never heard about if we hadn't opened up this book and turned to the first
page! Miracles Downright Miracles! From autism to cancer - it's in there - along with the
research and documentation to prove it. Do yourself a big favor - buy this book and don't look
back!! This Cannabis book will certainly help you and it will certainly help all of those around
you. Knowledge is power!Well Done Elizabeth Ashley / The Secret Healer!!Chris Hackett USA”

Kani, “It's a great handbook or cannabis bible The hard copy is a .... I received a free advance
copy of the book on exchange for a review. This book is so full of medical and scientific
information, yet is written with the lovely British charm of its author. Those just curious about
cannabis and those seeking medicinal help will benefit from the extensive research she's
gathered.  It's a great handbook or cannabis bible  The hard copy is a must have!”

Melissa Clymer, “Guaranteed to learn a lot!. I received a free advance copy of the book in
exchange for a review from my dear friend, Elizabeth Ashley. I loved the book, it is
phenomenal. Being an aromatherapist and not educated on CBD oils, this book taught me oh
so much! I believe this book would benefit everyone, from the casual user to the medical
doctor and anyone in between. It is quite technical and I do admit that my eyes glazed over a
couple times with all the medical jargon, but don't let that worry you. The book has a ton of
useful and wonderful information.  A must have if you are even remotely interested in CBD oil.”

daniel stephens, “one of the best books on cannabis i have read. I received a free advanced
copy of this book in exchange for a full and honest review, so that is exactly what i plan to
give.When i first saw Elizabeth was going to write this book, we saw things slightly differently
when it came to cannabis, and so i was worried that the book would be closer to the war on
drugs than the power of this natural medicine. But after a year, i asked to be able to read the



advanced copy and provide a review, and how wrong i was.Elizabeth has researched so in
depth and then made the science accessible to all (even if you have to read it twice to get all
the info, it is there just take your time and let it sink in!) She brings the history of the plants use
to life, with much more information than a text book could ever hope for but written like you're
having a conversation with an old friend.I have recommended this book to everyone i have
spoke to about it, people who use cannabis, those that believe in its medicinal properties and
even some who are completely against drugs in any form, i feel that the information laid out in
here will show even the most closed minded that this medicine is one that will be needed in the
coming years and no one should have to suffer when this is available.I want to thank Elizabeth
for taking the time to write this extremely important book, and hope that eventually it becomes
a required read for all health professionals holistic and allopathic alike.”

wp, “Definitely a great read!. I received a free advanced copy of this book in exchange for
reviewing the book. First of the book was great. If you have ever read Elizabeth's other books
you may agree she writes as if she is sitting next to you chatting with you or teaching you. It is
quite refreshing. I found the information to be quite detailed. I am completely obsessed with the
subject of CBD Oil right now. I could not put this book down. I read it in 3 days. I found being
new to CBD Oil I was eager to dive in and read this book. I think if you are new to
aromatherapy or very experienced to aromatherapy or just interested in CBD Oil this is the
book to read. I had a few questions at the end of the book is understanding and what to look
for when purchasing CBD. And determining quality and more differences in use for the
Essential Oil vs CO2 Extracted. HopE she writes more on these details in the future. Until then
I am off to do a bit of research to answer those questions. Definitely a great read.”

MZ, “Knowledge is power, learn from the best!!. I received a free advance copy of the book in
exchange for a review, I'm so thankful to Elizabeth for her amazing book. Elizabeth Ashley is a
brilliant writer, not too wordy and very easy to understand. She has taken a very big topic and
brought it to a level where readers can understand. Also, her charming personality and
honesty is weaved into her words. I would encourage you to buy the book and read it for
yourself.”

Cynthia T., “The only Cannabis reference book you'll need.. Unsurpassed reference resource
for all who want to learn more about the history of and medicinal uses of the cannabis plant
family.”

paula s begel, “Loved this book. Loved this book ! So much to learn about CBD. Anyone
interested in the history ans well as the chemistry and the amazing benefits of this plant , this
is a must have for your library !”

Looby, “Amazing book, well worth reading!. I received a free advanced copy of this book in
exchange for a review from Elizabeth Ashley, The Secret Healer.I received a free advanced
copy of this book in exchange for a review from Elizabeth Ashley, The Secret Healer -As an
aromatherapist I have found Elizabeth’s books to be invaluable, they are my go to books every
time. I enjoy her writing style which is easy to understand, indepth and informative without
being overly complex and her warm sense of humour shines throughout her books. Cannabis
intrigues me not only as a healer but on a personal level too, and I eagerly awaited this book
and can honestly say I have not been disappointed. It is a complex subject, no doubt about it,
but Elizabeth delivers the right amount of research on the breaking down of barriers &



prejudices that have existed for way too long and hopefully will help bring hemp back into
vogue. Everyone should read this book, cannabis is the medicine of the future. Well done on
such an amazing book - well worth reading!”

lelly, “What an amazing book!. I have to admit that I had to stop half way through for a break- it
was just too much for my poor brain to absorb all at once!So after reading some light novel I
jumped back in with anticipation and excitement. I was not disappointed.I love Elizabeth
Ashley' s writing style - a heady mix of humour and incredibly intense information.I KNOW I will
need to read it all over again - in the hope that I will absorb a bit more!I seriously recommend
this book for anyone with an interest in healing.”

The book by Elizabeth Ashley has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 20 people have provided feedback.
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